FIFTY YEARS OF "SAFETY"

"Bavaria Egypt" Celebrates "the
Golden Jubilee"
"Bavaria Egypt" celebrates its Golden Jubilee to its foundation in
1971. Throughout those years, it presented such a success story
which all company workers take pride in, and attained such
accomplishments which each Egyptian would be proud of,
seeing an Egyptian company occupying an international position
in the industry of pressure receptacles and extinguishers.
Doctor Engineer Nader Riad, chairman and and its
managing director the Company, sent a message of
thanking and gratitude to the company clients, in
appreciation to their support throughout the years of
mutual and fruitful cooperation.
He said that the celebration of the Company Golden
Jubilee this year is considered a historic moment and an
exceptional occasion to express gratitude to all success
partners who accompanied and joined the company
from the very beginning, which constituted a strong
push in the way of excel and developing the pioneering
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and unique performance levels in providing highquality services, along with the successes achieved
throughout the past fifty years.

"Bavaria Egypt" is an Egyptian success story that established its high
quality on the German land, where Germans loved it and gave it their
trust after development and upgrade extended to it through the Egyptian
will and determination throughout consecutive eras, which made
"Bavaria Egypt" such a powerful protection for the various foundations in
the face of fire risks and for many successive generations. It has become
the most enormous group in the Middle East, afterwards, it could
successfully extend its activities in the field of Automatic Alarm
Notification Systems in various European markets.
In line with its strategies to provide integrated solutions to the Alarm
Systems and Automatic Extinguishing Systems, "Bavaria Egypt" aimed at
providing integrated solutions to alarm and automatic extinguising
systems through upgrading its production lines, developing the
warehouses systems to work in an integrated automated system, and
caring about the aspect of training and improvement as it established the
maitenance and training center in Nurmberg, Germany. In addition,
Bavaria provided automtic extinguishing systems to protect facilities and
vehicles and inaugurated more than 29 branches covering all
governorates of Egypt. Moreover, "Bavaria Egypt" launched such a great
fleet of moving service centers to serve more than 55 thousand customers
in the various governorates annually. Bavaria also established a new
company in partnership with "Ziegler" Germany to produce fire trucks in
Egypt to be made by Egyptian hands, and worked on transferring such
kind of technology to Egypt.
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